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Abstract. Design patterns capture elegant design solutions and facilitate reuse in 
design level. In the Component Based Software Engineering (CBSE), design 
patterns were treated as design components, which serve as elemental 
components and can be composed to construct a large software system. In the 
process of composition, the key problem is how to ensure the correctness of 
composition. To address this problem, a criterion for correct composition is 
needed. The well known “faithfulness” principle is chosen as the correctness 
criterion and our discussions are based on this principle. In this paper, we at first 
use First Order Logic to model some elemental entities and relations in Object 
Oriented Design, which serve as an ontology in the domain. Then using the 
vocabulary in the ontology, we formally specify design patterns and formalize 
the “faithful” principle as theorems in Coq. Finally, we prove the theorems and 
thus show the correctness of composition. As a case study, we described and 
verified the composition of Composite pattern and Decorator pattern. Once a 
composition is proven to be correct, one can use the composition repeatedly. This 
would facilitate reuse of design in a larger scale and reduce errors in design 
phase, which justifies all the efforts of verifying their correctness.  
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1  Introduction 

 
Design patterns [8] are widely used in modern software systems. In the 
Component-Based approach, design patterns were treated as design components, 
which serve as elemental components and can be composed to construct a large 
software system. In the process of composition, the key problem is how to ensure the 
correctness of composition. This is a difficult and larger top, and far from being 
resolved. In this paper, we set our discussion to the domain of the object oriented 
design, and restrict our discussion in the composition of design patterns. This paper is 
organized in the following way: 
Section 2 is related works. 

In section 3, we illustrate the problem by a case study, the composition of 
Composite and Decorator pattern. In order to model design patterns in Coq, we use 
First Order Logic to capture the basic entities (Class and Method) and relations in the 
domain of OOD (Inherit etc). They are both modeled by Inductive types in Coq. These 
entities and relations are the basic vocabularies based on which we can faithfully 
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describe design patterns. The novel thing in our way is that we model design patterns 
as a list of “propositions”, instead of the conjunction of propositions. This can greatly 
simplify our definitions in latter works. Once we can model design patterns in lists, 
we can easily describe their composition by concatenating lists. This is the bases for 
latter works. 

In section 4, we give a formal proof of the composition of Composite and 
Decorator pattern. First, as the composition of design patterns are modeled as lists, the 
problem of verifying correctness of the composition can be tackled by verifying 
certain properties of these lists. In this way, we successfully formalized the “faithful” 
principle as two theorems about “lists” in Coq. Then we devise a couple of 
customized tactics to facilitate the proof of these theorems. Our tactics take lists 
(design patterns) as parameters, thus applicable to all the patterns modeled in the 
correct way (as lists). By using our tactics, we prove that the composition in our 
example satisfies the properties required by these theorems, which means it is a 
correct composition in the sense that it is a faithful composition. 

Section 5 is conclusion and future works. 
 To sum up, we have developed a new way of modeling design pattern (as a list of 

proposition). Based on this model, we can describe their composition as concatenation 
of lists and formalize properties of compositions as properties of lists, which are 
easier to operate and verify. In the case study of Composite and Decorator pattern 
composition, we have shown that the correctness of pattern based composition can be 
verified with the assist of Coq. Also, by using our carefully designed tactics, the 
proving processes can be done with a high level of automation. 

 All the materials presented in this paper are implemented and compiled in Coq 
v8.1 and available at [14]. Coq [12] is an interactive theorem proving and program 
development tool, which is widely used in program verification and theorem proving. 

 
 

2   Related Works 
 

The formalization of design patterns was widely studied [3][5][16], and the works that 
study their composition are also immense [1][2][4][6][7][15]. [1] studied composition 
in general, and [2] proposed the concept of ‘faithfulness’. Their works can apply to 
any domain, but in this paper, we only focus on the domain of Object Oriented Design. 
In [5], the authors formulated basic entities and relations to model the basic concepts 
in OOD, which is similar to our work, but [5] mainly devoted to graphical 
representations of OOD to facilitate understanding of system design, and do not 
considered pattern based compositions. [4][6][15] studied pattern based composition, 
and used First Order Logic and Temporal Logic of Action to describe design patterns’ 
structure and behavior respectively. Both of them chose the ‘faithfulness’ principle as 
correctness criteria, and analyzed the conditions that a correct composition must 
satisfy. But their proofs are informal and manual, which is based on observations and 
experiences. We adapt Coq as the proof assistance in this paper, which makes our 
proof formal and gained a high level of automation.  
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3  Problem Illustration 

 
In Object Oriented Design, Class and Method are identified as basic entities, and a set 
of primary relations were formulated to model the basic concepts in OOD. The 
number and name of these relations might differ from one another [4][5][6]. In our 
approach, we define the following inductive type in Coq as in Figure 1. It is easy to 
add new relations by adding new clauses in the inductive definition. 
 

Inductive  term : Set :=  
| Inherit (x :Class) (y : Class)  : term                   (* Class x inherit 
from Class y *)  
| Memberfun (m:Method) (c:Class): term                (* Method m is a 
member function of Class c *) 
| Reference (x:Class)(y:Class):term  
| Invoke(c1:Class)(m1:Method)(c2:Class) (m2:Method) : term  

(* Method in Class c1 invoke Method m2 in Class 
c2 *) 

| Argument (m:Method)(c:Class):term              (*reference of Class c is 
an argument of Method m *). 

 
Fig. 1. Inductive definition of term  
 
   Words in (* *) are comments. This definition serves as a grammar of writing 
specifications about design patterns. Usually, it will take many terms to precisely 
describe a design patter, so we model it as a list of ‘term’:  

 
Definition DesignPattern:= list term.                              (1) 

   
The benefit of this definition is fully discussed in Section 1. Now, as a case study, 

consider the composition of Composite pattern and Decorator pattern. Their 
descriptions in UML class diagram are presented in Figure 2 and 3.   

 
Fig. 2. Composite pattern in UML 
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Fig. 3. Decorator pattern in UML 
 

By using these definitions, we can formally define Composite pattern and 
Decorator pattern by using a list of ‘propositions’ as in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 
 

Definition composite_pattern : DesignPattern := 
Memberfun operation component                  

::Memberfun add component::Memberfun remove component 
::Memberfun getchild component 
::Memberfun operation composite::Memberfun add composite 
::Memberfun remove composite::Memberfun getchild composite 
::Reference composite component                 
::Invocate composite operation component operation     
::Memberfun operation leaf::Argument add component 
::Argument remove component::Argument getchild int 
::Inherit leaf component::Inherit composite component::nil. 

 
Fig. 4. Definition of Composite pattern in Coq 
 

In practice, when software designers want to compose these two patterns, 
depending on their experiences and intuitions, they may compose them as in Figure 6 
(in UML class diagram). In fact, we can treat this composition as a new pattern; we 
call it the Composite_Decorator pattern. Its formal counterpart is in Figure 7. 

However, we cannot rely on the experiences and intuitions of the designer, 
because this work is laborious and error-prone. First, there are many statements in 
each pattern, the designer may lose statements in the original patterns, or add 
undesirable new statements in the composition. Additionally, as we can see in Figure 
6, there is a mapping between entities in the separate design patterns and entities in 
the composition, because some entities play roles in both separate patterns. Therefore, 
we need a tool to maintain all these information for the designer and prove the 
correctness of their compositions. That is the main job in the next section. 
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Definition decorator_pattern : DesignPattern :=  
  Memberfun operation component::Memberfun operation concretecomponent 
::Memberfun operation decorator::Reference decorator component 
::Invocate decorator operation component operation 
::Memberfun operation concretedecoratora::Reference concretedecoratora 
addedstate 
::Memberfun operation concretedecoratorb::Memberfun addedbehavior 
concretedecoratorb 
::Invocate concretedecoratorb operation decorator operation 
::Invocate concretedecoratorb operation concretedecoratorb  addedbehavior 
::Inherit concretecomponent component::Inherit decorator component 
::Inherit concretedecoratora decorator::Inherit concretedecoratorb decorator::nil.   

 
Fig. 5. Definition of Decorator pattern in Coq.  
 

 

 
Fig. 6. The composition of Composite and Decorator in UML. 

 
 
4 The Formal Proof 

 
 

To prove the correctness of composition, we first need a correctness criterion. We 
choose the well known principle of ‘faithfulness’ as our correctness criterion. In 
general, for a composition to be faithful, it must satisfy the follow two conditions: 

No component loses any properties after composition. 
No new properties about each component can be added after composition.  
As to our case study, this means: for the composition of Composite and Decorator 

pattern to be correct, it must satisfy the following two conditions:  
No statement in Composite and Decorator loses after the composition. 

   No new properties about Composite and Decorator can be added after the 
composition.  Now we explicitly define mappings between entities, before and after 
the composition. To prove the composition is faithful under these mappings, a set of 
mapping functions are defined in Figure 8. 
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Definition  composite_decorator_composition: DesignPattern :=  
 Memberfun theoperation thecomponent::Memberfun add thecomponent  
::Memberfun remove thecomponent::Memberfun getchild thecomponent   
::Memberfun theoperation leafconcretecomp::Memberfun theoperation 
compositedecorator::Memberfun add compositedecorator 
::Memberfun remove compositedecorator::Memberfun getchild 
compositedecorator::Reference compositedecorator thecomponent 
::Memberfun theoperation concretedecoratora::Reference concretedecoratora 
addedstate::Memberfun theoperation concretedecoratorb::Memberfun 
addedbehavior concretedecoratorb:: Invocate concretedecoratorb theoperation 
decorator operation::Invocate concretedecoratorb theoperation 
concretedecoratorb addedbehavior::Argument add thecomponent::Argument 
remove thecomponent::Argument getchild int:: 
Inherit leafconcretecomp thecomponent::Inherit compositedecorator 
thecomponent::Inherit concretedecoratora compositedecorator::Inherit 
concretedecoratorb compositedecorator::nil. 

 
Fig. 7. Definition of composition of Composite and Decorator in Coq 
 

CM : Class -> Class;    
MM :Method ->Method;   Mcmp:Composite->Composite_Decorator ;  
Mdcr:Decorator->Composite_Decorator ;     Mcmp_dcr := Mcmp \/ Mdcr. 

 
Fig. 8. Mapping functions 
        

Now we formalize the principle of faithfulness in Coq. As mentioned in Section 1, 
the theorems are actually properties about lists, which is easier to state and verify in 
Coq. 

 
∀( t:term), In t (Composite Decorator)→∧  
             ∃(s:term),In s Composite_Decorator/\(Mcmp_dcr t=s).      (2)          
∀( t:term), In t Composite_Decorator→ 

            ∃(s:term), In s (Composite Decorator)/∨ \ (Mcmp_dcr s=t)      (3)                
 

                                                                              
(Composite∨Decorator) is not only the disjoint union of Composite and Decorator, 

it is the deductive closure of their union. The closure is calculated by our function 
“Union” and “Closure” in Coq. For details and comments, see [14]. Usually, we allow 
some new facts to be deduced from the union of two patterns, with explicitly specified 
rules. Otherwise, any other new facts would be undesirable, and would be regarded as 
an error in the composition. In our example, there is only one rule allowed for 
reasoning, that is:    

 
Inherit a b, Inherit b c=> Inherit a c.                                 (4) 

 
Other rules can easily be added to our definition (‘fsttrans’) by simply adding a 

new clause in its definition. To facilitate proof of these theorems, we defined 
customized tactics. These tactics allow some automation in the proving process. See 
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the proof in Figure 9。 
 

Theorem  not_lose_Mcmp_dcr : forall(t:term), Int composite_decorator-> 

(existss:term, In s composite_decorator'/\Mcmp_dcr t=s). 

Proof.  not_lose_tac composite_decorator composite_decorator' Mcmp_dcr. Qed. 

Theorem  not_add_Mcmp_dcr : forall (t:term),  In t composite_decorator' ->(exists 

s:term, In s composite_decorator/\Mcmp_dcr s=t). 

Proof. not_add_tac composite_decorator' composite_decorator. exists (Inherit 

concretedecoratora component).  auto 40 . 

exists (Inherit concretedecoratorb component ). auto 40. Qed. 

 
Fig. 9. The proof of not lose theorem 
 

Till now, we have demonstrated our formal way step by step, and have proven that 
the example composition is a correct one. By following our way, designers can prove 
the correctness of their own composition. Once a composition is proven to be correct, 
it can be reused repeatedly in the process of system construction. This would facilitate 
reuse of design in a larger scale and reduce errors in design phase, which justifies all 
the efforts of verifying their correctness.  

 
5   Conclusions and Future Work 
   
The main contribution of this paper is to adopt Coq as a tool to formally verifying the 
correctness of pattern-base composition and provide some basic functions to facilitate 
the proving process. By using our basic definitions, designers can conveniently 
formulate desirable properties of design patterns as theorems in Coq and then prove 
their correctness. This will facilitate reuse in a larger scale (not only reuse of design 
pattern, but also their composition). The reuse of compositions can benefit many 
aspects in the developing process, including improving developing efficiency (using 
larger building blocks) and reduce errors in design phase (the composition is proven 
to be correct). Additionally, the composition is a larger logic unit (like the 
Composite_Decorator pattern), which makes the system easier to understand and 
maintain.  

However, though for some patterns it is enough to focus on their structural aspects, 
some design patterns do have behavioral significance, like Observer pattern. The 
relations in our definition of ‘term’ in Coq are all permanent relations (once coded in 
the program, they cannot be changed during run time). To model behavioral aspects of 
design patterns, one will have to use temporal logic, like Temporal Logic of Action 
[9].  It is our future concern to integrate these two aspects in Coq.  Furthermore, to 
achieve a higher level of automation in the proving of composition, we should 
develop a GUI tool to convert UML diagrams to Coq scripts. This would hide details 
about Coq from designers, thus improve the work efficiency of system designers. 
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